CORPORATE PROFILE

Promising incomparable luxury travel experiences!
MISSION STATEMENT
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Welcome to Eastbound

Founded in 2006, the company has grown
to become the leading destination
management company in South Asia and
Gulf, with full-service operations in India,
UAE, Sri Lanka, Nepal, and Bhutan.
EB was established by a group of highly
respected travel professionals, driven by a
passion for creating remarkable journeys of
discovery…of people, cultures, history,
food, wellness, and the spiritual that
translate into timeless stories. Eastbound
has since evolved into a deep-rooted
network with ‘local owners of the heritage’
to deliver this promise.

EB stands by the code of its founders,
upholding global operating standards of
excellence involving meticulous attention
to detail, uncompromising quality control,
together with sustainable tourism
practices. Over the years, this has built us a
valued market reputation and won us the
trust and confidence of our partners.
The Eastbound endeavour is to create
unique, cost-effective travel products
and services that are unequalled
anywhere in the world.
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Our Offices

Our Global Presence

INDIA HEAD OFFICE
898 Udyog Vihar, Phase 1
Gurgaon, Haryana
P: +124-421-7800
E: india@eastboundgroup.com

USA
David Kartagener
80 River Street, Suite 4E
Hoboken, NJ 07030, USA
P: +212-239-7979
E: david@kainyc.com

UAE
Suite 106, Churchill Executive
tower, Business Bay, UAE
P.O. Box 114551, Dubai, UAE
P: +971-43-608-928
E: asit@eastboundgroup.com
SRI LANKA
20 Center Road, Jayanthipura
Battaramulla, Sri Lanka
P : +94-71-042-2534
P: +94-70-251-8051
E: Wyomi@eastboundgroup.com
BHUTAN
P/O Box 848, Kewang Building
Norzin Lam Thimpu, Bhutan
P: +975 17 6023 09
E: nonno@eastboundgroup.com
NEPAL
525, Ranibari, Samakhushi
Kathmandu-3, Nepal
P: +977-1-435-0108
E: nepalbijay@eastboundgroup.com
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UK (Leisure)
Rahul Brijnath
Ninestone, South Zeal
Devon EX20 2PZ
P: +44-1837-849157
E: ukleisure@eastboundgroup.com
UK (C & I)
David Marks
Suite 10, The Linen House 253
Kilburn Lane, London W10 4BQ
P: +44-20-8962-9562
E: ukmice@eastboundgroup.com
ITALY
Fabiana Cannizzaro
Via r. Morandi, 3/e 20090
Buccinasco – Milan Italy
P: +39-02-4570-2999
E: fabiana@corat.travel
SPAIN
Blanca Coello & Sonia Torrijos
C/ Minerva 98 -28032 - Madrid
P: + 34-600-41-66-21
P: + 34-678-66-50-42
E: spainleisure@eastboundgroup.com

ABOUT
Travel has always been a sublime
connection that unites soulful experiences.
The perfect travel builds an unadulterated
interaction between humans and
destinations, bringing a balance and
curating bountiful memories.
To make that “perfect travel” a real thing,
Eastbound made its way into the industry.
Established by a group of reputed travel
professionals who are driven by a passion
for innovating, enhancing and creating
deep-rooted travel experiences, today, EB is
one of the leading full-service destination
management companies in the Indian subcontinent and the UAE.

Eastbound has been handcrafting expert
travel journeys in India, UAE, Nepal, Bhutan
and Sri Lanka and is experienced in
delivering high-quality service in the
challenging environs of the Indian subcontinent. We have developed affiliations
across the globe and partnered with some of
the best ground handling agencies. This has
helped us resource the pool of benefits that
includes a globally tuned professional
management backed by a dedicated,
proactive team, financial stability, and
empowerment by the latest technology - all
geared towards delivering an immersive
experience.
EB has global representative offices
worldwide with a well-established alliance
with some of the finest travel companies
across the globe.
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OUR VALUES
We at Eastbound believe in creating
journeys of discovery and experiences by
drawing on a deeply rooted network with
local owners of the heritage and backed by
a state-of-the-art framework of operating
systems.
We have all ears to your travel queries.
The creative team at Eastbound articulates
the best solutions to address the queries of
travellers. From the research to designing
and attaining the end goal, we keep the
client’s requirements and expectations as
our focus.
Our objective is clear.
EB’s well-travelled team members who
combine client needs with personal
experience ensure that our clients receive
the absolute pinnacle of personalised
service and product delivery – while
maximising cost-effectiveness.
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Bringing clients and destinations together
distinctively and creatively - with a range of
services that go far beyond.

The EB advantage
Our vision is to make EB a world-class
tech-driven organisation. We call it
mission T3 - Travel, Technology, and
Transformations, to efficiently utilise the
power of technology and bring a
revolution in the global travel ecosystem
Provide on-site services that are the best
in the market, with no compromise on
service standards
Deliver levels of service that exceed our
clients’ expectations
Ensure the company’s products and
services conserve the integrity of the
environment, respect the cultural heritage
and utilise locally-sourced components,
thereby contributing to the community.
A fully empowered and experienced team
on the ground
Excellent buying capacity with group
diversity
Specialised products and experiences
Unmatched quality control
Global presence with dedicated offices
and sales resource
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OUR PEOPLE
We are the destination specialists. Our founders and team have decades of first-hand
experience that allows us to offer you the most promising destination management
assistance and become your "raison d'être".

OUR FOUNDERS
Prrithviraj has spent over three decades with his first
love - the travel and tourism industry. He connects
natively with the ethos of the sub-continent and is
deeply rooted in its culture both on a personal and
professional level.
He has been visionary in driving the company’s presence
into new sectors, including CHIME (Conference &
Events), and BYOND (Online travel portal), 2HUB,
among others.
PRRITHVIRAJ

Manish is well known as an innovator embracing new
challenges to create destinations little known to the
outside world. With his career of over two decades, he
enjoys a formidable reputation with the travel fraternity.
Being a tech-savvy person, he always encourages
innovative ways to integrate technology to break silos
and modernise the DMC business processes at
Eastbound. He also drives EB’s ‘Go Green’ resort
project, Orchard.
MANISH PRATIK

Career entrepreneur, investor and co-founder of some
of the premier travel companies, Amit leads the growth
strategy for the Eastbound Group in India and globally.
He has successfully developed high-value partnerships
with International Tour Operators to grow their business
in Indian Subcontinent and the UAE.
He is also on the board of several companies and is an
advisor to the tourism boards of Taiwan, Jordan,
Maldives and Yas Island - Abu Dhabi.
AMIT KISHORE
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Reshma Naqvi
A go-getter by nature, Reshma's love
for exploring new places
is incomparable.

Radhika Lal
Radhika is a professional brimming with
ideas. Her impeccable interpersonal skills
make her a perfect team player.

Swati Chandra
Swati has lots to express apart from work.
She is an enthusiastic traveller, and her
philosophy in life is to smile and spread
smiles to others.

Manoj Thapliyal
Manoj is an experienced traveller and a
leader who thrives on delivering perfect
moments to customers and global partners.

Rohit Gupta
Rohit is an educational travel geek, full of
energy and enthusiasm. His research in the
domain is exemplary.

Vijay Ramdas
Exploration is Vijay's hobby, and you will
find him discovering new places now
and then.

Rajesh Kumar
Rajesh has an immense love for travel, and
you can see him immersed with travel
thoughts and experiences to talk about.

Binay Gupta
Applauded as the "people's person,"
Binay is an avid traveller, a storyteller,
and a perfectionist by nature.

Ishwar Singh
The deep knowledge of destinations and
understanding of clients' needs make Ishwar an
asset to the organisation.

Asit Kumar
With 20-year of travel industry experience,
Asit's profound knowledge helps EB to
remain competitive and the best service
provider in U.AE.

Wyomi Abhayaratne
Wyomi has extensive travel knowledge and
is one of the most experienced tourism
professionals in Sri Lanka.

Nonno Tsesam
The most loved guide in Bhutan, Nonno's love
for travel is incomparable. You will find him busy
helping the guests see the best of Bhutan.

Bijay Nepal
With extensive international experience, Bijay has
evolved with all four pillars of tourism - Travel,
Trekking, Hotel, and Aviation in Nepal.
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Experiments are not
just for the labs...they
are worth trying in
travel too!
We like exploring new ways of travelling that help us derive astounding results for
our clients. This keeps us motivated to explore new dimensions of the tourism
industry and restructure the travel goals.
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OUR
DESTINATIONS
Your reliable travel partner in India, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka, and UAE.
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Journeys teach us something new, and destinations
play an essential role in ensuring an unforgettable
experience. We understand travellers' choices and
have accordingly handpicked destinations like India,
Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, and UAE. These destinations
offer premium holidays to satisfy customers' travel
needs with varied travel styles.
Every destination has its uniqueness and charm that
flourishes it to be the people's favourite vacation
hotspot. From the fusion of cultures of India to the
serene landscapes of Sri Lanka, and from the hilly
escapes of Nepal to the lavish city life of UAE, we
bring different flavours of travel to your table.

All you need to do is...travel once, to travel again.
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INDIA

WALK THE EARTH

PAGE 25

The whole world in a single incredible land
A bright, colourful fusion of people and traditions, India has dazzling landscapes,
from the majestic Himalayas to the golden beaches deep in the South.
India hosts some of the world’s grandest festivals – from grand city parades
celebrating auspicious events on the religious calendar to simple harvest fairs that
pay homage to a locally worshipped deity. India observes the happiness of all
religions and prioritises the sentiments of its citizens and visitors over any other
joy. Ultra chic and plush modern hotels, Raj-era guesthouses, colonial residences
and tea estates offer a variety of accommodations in every price range. India is not
just a holiday; it’s an experience and a learning for life.

Where the host makes you feel like you always belonged here.
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SRI LANKA

Nature's address in the island of all seasons
In the middle of trade routes over time, it is an interesting potpourri of
food, culture and Buddhist temples, vivid against a naturally stunning
terrain. Seafood and the fresh taste of the ocean served with spices that are
liberally used find prominence in local menus. In Sri Lanka, travel feels like
music, the best way to connect to this country. This island destination will
mesmerize your senses.
Sri Lanka has something to offer every segment with chic and contemporary
designer resorts and spectacular private villas. If you want to discover
peace along the shores, this place should be top of your bucket list.

Get comfortable in the most serene environment and let your heart
beat to the rhythm of the shores.
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BHUTAN

Escape to the "No stress" zone
The country that measures its growth with happiness is popularly known as the
"Land of Thunder Dragon". Bhutan has blissfully beautiful mountains, food and
people! Stunning vistas, fresh air and apple-cheeked children will greet you
wherever you go. Gross National Happiness was coined in 1972 by Bhutan’s
fourth Dragon King -- Juigme Singye Wangchuck. A country that equally cares
for spiritual values to material development defines how Bhutanese live –
happily ever after…
Protected by the Himalayas, Bhutan’s geographic isolation has protected it
from the influences of the rest of the world. Silent, rugged and exuding an air of
rare spiritual authority, Buddhist monks and monasteries are scattered along
Bhutan’s landscape. The best time to visit Bhutan is during the festivals.

Walk down the path of Lamas, and let your search for happiness start here
in Bhutan!
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NEPAL

Mountain supremacy that makes you feel invincible
The majestic Himalayas is home to many legends, stories, and folklores that
inspire travellers worldwide to visit Nepal. Filled with flora and fauna, small
villages, glaciers, and ample birdlife, you can spend days exploring, trekking or
doing any adventure activity that strikes your fancy.
Spirituality confluences with nature in Nepal and produces the most joyful
experience for the visitors. The birthplace of Lord Buddha is home to several
historic temples and destinations that boast its heritage and cultural
significance.

Beautiful one day, perfect the next...
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U.A.E

Where luxury is not just a possession, but a lifestyle!
From the tallest building in the world in Dubai to the roar of the Ferrari
World theme park on Yas Island in Abu Dhabi, UAE is home to designer
hotels, fantastic gourmet experiences, dhow cruises and dune bashing on
desert safaris.
The region’s varied terrain, desert, oasis, mountains and coast dictate the
traditional lifestyles that have evolved over the centuries.
UAE is home to a rich cultural heritage strongly influenced by its unique
environment. The gigantic skyscrapers, mesmerising city vibe, and
luxurious living are some of the highlights of the UAE.

Welcome to a world that makes you rich with priceless memories.
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THE
OTHER SIDE
Why experience ordinary? We've got something extra for you.

Escaping the ordinary, Eastbound
organises an eclectic range of
experiences from cultural to
wildlife to Ayurveda, photography
to fishing, art & architecture, and
culinary excellence with superior
service standards. We seek and
bring "The Other Side" of the
destinations to you. And we
deliver all of these blended with
luxury, quiet efficiency and the
best possible costs.
Discover the "less explored"
Whether it's photography, food,
cycling, or just walking that
makes you happy – we have the
itinerary that will put a new
meaning to the word ‘discovery’.
Tell us what you love, and we can
customise a trip according to it to
help you discover your inner
traveller.

Learn real-life lessons
Go beyond a brick-and-mortar
educational institute and learn
through the best teacher of all
– travel. We take you on
journeys that will teach you
like no regular classroom can.
With our authentic grassroots
experiences and engaging
activities, you imbibe cultures,
history and much more to
become more well-rounded
individuals and contribute
productively to society.
Luxury on-the-go
We at Eastbound assure luxury
even if it is off the land. We
specialise in operating luxury
cruise journeys, river cruises,
yachts, offshore excursions,
private jets, and special
interest events and activities.

Left: Not just another ordinary day when travelling on
the local trains...
Right: A mesmerising moment watching the fisherman
enjoying his routine work by the silent shores...
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OUR SERVICES
Bringing colours to your holidays.

Eastbound is a single source of exceptional
services that are handcrafted to satisfy the travel
needs of all travellers worldwide. From
personalisation to round-the-clock customer
service, Eastbound curates some of the finest
travel experiences.
Whether planning a family holiday or a solo
getaway, our panel of experts will design the best
itinerary for you. We believe in strengthening
relationships globally through the engaging
medium known as "travel".

Handcrafted special journeys
Uniqueness
Private jets, cruises & charter services
Convenience
An elite panel of experts
Support
Boutique & designer hotels
Luxury
Private villas and homestays
Comfort
Modern fleet of cars and family wagons
Reliability
Personalised concierge services
Tailor-made
24 x7 Guest relationship managers
Availability
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Corporate Social
Responsibility
Not just the business, the world expects more from us!
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Are corporates just responsible for building up the economy?
Eastbound looks at the broader picture and is accountable for its
social responsibility to make our world a better place.
We collaborate with the Faith Foundation, an NGO providing
financial independence to destitute and widowed women and
schooling children living in the slums of Delhi and & the NCR region.
We also endeavour to work closely with the Signature Foundation,
an old-age home in Kochi. This organisation works relentlessly to
provide a helping hand and a better-retired life to the elderly
abandoned by their families.
Eastbound's Go Green initiative
Set in a peaceful rural locale Ganahera, amidst orchards of an
indigenous Indian fruit called Amla (Emblica Officinalis) and fields
of roses, this eco camp is known as 'Orchard'. Ganahera is located in
the holy town of Pushkar, famous for Asia's largest camel fair. The
resort is surrounded by flowers, homegrown vegetables, gardens
and multitudes of trees primarily hang hammocks on which the
guests can laze in a relaxing environment!
*Orchard operates from September to March every year.
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www.eastboundgroup.com
E: india@eastboundgroup.com
P: +124-421-7800
898, Udyog Vihar, Phase 1
Gurgaon, Haryana
India

